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ABSTRACT 

This report presents a study to evaluate trends and impacts of investments in the Appalachian 
Regional Commission’s Local Access Road (LAR) Program using available project data and 
surveys conducted in this study covering the projects completed from 2001 through 2020. 
Information about 135 federally funded LAR projects was obtained from various data sources 
and classified by project type. Then, online surveys were designed for individual grantees or 
appropriate stakeholders to verify realized performance measures and learn about the project 
successes, challenges, and experiences of project implementation. Follow-up in-depth 
interviews were conducted with selected grantees, which provided more detailed information 
than the previous surveyed responses and firsthand insights from the grantees or involved 
stakeholders. 

Completion of the 135 LAR projects between 2001 and 2020 supported the creation of 
17,189 jobs and leveraged $862 million of private investments through the facilities and 
economic development centers accessed by users of the newly constructed or improved local 
access roads. They are the best estimated numbers adjusted by the rate of the realized 
outcomes from 31 survey responses. About 65% of survey responses show differences 
between proposed and realized project outcomes (e.g., jobs created and leveraged private 
investment.). The surveys and interviews suggested several reasons why grantees could not 
meet the targeted outcomes, including (1) changes in the macroeconomy, (2) effects of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, or (3) unpredictable challenges. While the LAR projects increased 
market access and business opportunities, created jobs, and leveraged private investment, 
higher project costs did not always produce better outcomes. In addition, the interviewees 
shared ideas about project funding and the characteristics of rural businesses. Lastly, some 
recommendations are offered for improvements to the LAR Program. 

Key Words: Post-project evaluations, local access road, project evaluation, lessons learned 
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Appalachian Regional Commission’s Local Access Road (LAR) Program aims to link 
businesses, communities, and residents of the Appalachian Region (the Region) to major 
highways and other vital parts of the Region’s transportation network (e.g., the Appalachian 
Development Highway System, or ADHS). With a population of 25.7 million in 2019, the 
Appalachian Region covers 205,000 square miles. It includes all of West Virginia and parts 
of 12 other states (Figure 1). According to the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), 
the United States has 2.9 million miles of rural roads [1]. Within those roads, 260,000 miles 
are classified as minor collector, which is mostly similar to the type of roadways by LAR. It 
is worth noting that the ARC’s LAR Program is unique in that it is eligible for Federal-Aid 
Highway Program (FAHP) funds, whereas most of the federal-aid projects classified as the 
rural minor collector or lower functional classes are not eligible for FAHP funds. In rural 
areas, minor collectors and local roads provide access to adjacent land or smaller 
communities and facilitate travel over short distances [2]. However, due to the high cost of 
building highways through mountainous terrain, the nation’s interstate highway system 
largely bypasses the Appalachian Region, going around the Region’s rugged terrain.  

Figure 1 Appalachian Region and Interstate Highway Systems1 

1 A local access road is a part of ADHS program providing access to major highways and highway networks in 
the Appalachian Region. 
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This study evaluates the investments in Appalachia for the LAR projects based on LAR 
project data over a 20-year period between 2001 and 2020. The objectives of the study are as 
follows:  

• Analyze the project economic impacts based on realized performance measures of the 
projects compared to the proposed measures at the time of the project application. 

• Examine the lessons learned, successes, and challenges in the project implementation 
process from the stakeholders. 

• Identify potential improvements from the project surveys and/or in-depth interviews 
which may be developed as best practices for future project implementation guidance. 

An economic development specialist or regional planner may apply the study’s 
methodologies to their access road selection and proposal process and compare the results 
with the study’s findings. In addition, planners may expect possible project outcomes and 
consider potential difficulties and issues at the project development stage. 

The following section provides the background and summarizes relevant studies on project 
evaluation, including post-project review, survey/interview methods, and performance 
measures. It is followed by an evaluation design section, and then evaluation results and 
analysis are presented. Lastly, the authors share institutional insights and recommendations 
for future LAR project evaluation.  

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
For the economic development and growth of the mountainous Appalachian Region, The 
Appalachian Regional Commission (ARC) was created through the Appalachian Regional 
Development Act (ARDA) of 1965. ARC's LAR Program offers a flexible approach designed 
to meet local needs and provide a financing mechanism through the existing federal-aid 
highway regime to support various economic development opportunities throughout the 
Region. Under the recent federal-aid highway authorization laws, the federal-aid funds (e.g., 
ADHS funds) finance the projects administered by FHWA. At the same time, ARC exercises 
the project development/initiation to ensure that the project meets ARC’s goals and 
objectives. One unique feature of ARC’s LAR Program is that LAR projects are initiated 
through Appalachian states and local stakeholders by the local and community economic 
development organizations and then elevated into ARC's project application process. This 
may pose some systematic differences in local road projects initiated by the typical state DOT 
or various transportation agency processes. 

An evaluation systematically assesses how well a project or program satisfies established 
goals and objectives. Evaluations entail collecting and analyzing data to inform specific 
evaluation questions related to project impacts and performances [3] and are also performed 
to identify what went right and wrong after a project completion [4]. An evaluation goes 
through the following process: 1) setting evaluation goals and objectives, 2) developing 
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evaluation questions, 3) identifying performance measures, 4) developing an evaluation 
design, 5) developing data management procedures, and 6) designing an analysis plan [3].  

Various types of evaluation are available for assessing the success of a project. Formative 
evaluation is designed to understand or clarify the need for the project during the early 
development stages or monitor that the project activities are delivered efficiently and 
effectively during project development/implementation. Developmental evaluation is an 
approach in which implementation is likely to change in response to emergent situations on 
the ground [5]. This evaluation is suited to projects with multiple stakeholders and uncertain 
areas requiring more flexible approaches [6, 7]. In a post-project review, implementation and 
outcome evaluations can also be conducted. The implementation evaluation analyzes the 
process of a project, while the outcome evaluation assesses a project's success in achieving 
the anticipated expectations [8]. Furthermore, the post-project evaluation for transportation 
projects includes lessons learned, public reactions, a statement of usefulness, and a 
comparison of proposed and realized performance measures [9].  

Regarding the evaluation survey, Petrella et al. [3] discussed survey and interview methods in 
evaluating transportation programs. Surveys utilize a systematic method to collect 
quantitative and qualitative measures of individual experiences, while interviews utilize a 
structured interview guide with open-ended questions to gain detailed insights on opinions 
and experiences. Thus, surveys and interviews are effective tools for gathering qualitative 
data with respect to the benefits, challenges, and lessons learned from projects [3]. 

Performance measures assess whether improvements and progress have been made on a 
specific goal (e.g., improving a region’s safety, mobility, or accessibility). Some performance 
measures for transportation projects include safety, mobility, traffic congestion, accessibility 
to transportation alternatives, cost savings, or return on investment [3]. Performance 
measures for the LAR project can be classified as outputs and outcomes. Outputs are the 
activities or deliverables that are accomplished as a result of a project (e.g., milestones), 
while outcomes are the measurable impacts of the project. Examples of the output measures 
for access road projects can be access road miles, businesses served, and communities served. 
Outcome measures include jobs created, jobs retained, businesses improved, communities 
improved, leveraged private investment, and increased revenue [10]. They are typically 
estimated for the studied projects by their grantees. Below are the definitions for two 
commonly used outcome measures: 

• Jobs created: the number of jobs created as a result of a project is measured up to 
three years after the project end date, excluding construction jobs. These jobs are 
typically direct hires by the businesses that are not lost after project completion. Part-
time and seasonal jobs are normally converted to full-time equivalents and rounded up 
to whole numbers. For instance, if the project were completed in January 2020, the 
actual jobs created would be realized in January 2022. 

• Jobs retained: the number of jobs retained as a result of a project. These are existing 
jobs that would be lost or relocated if the project were not undertaken. The number of 
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jobs at risk without the project, due to relocation or loss of competitiveness, can be 
identified by employers and grant applicants.  

• Leveraged private investment (LPI): the dollar amount of private-sector financial 
investments to the businesses or facilities that the LAR serves, outside of project costs 
that result from a project. LPI is measured up to three years after the project end date. 

For transportation project evaluation in practice, Resende et al. [11] surveyed 26 state DOTs 
to figure out the current practices of post-project evaluation. The 16 DOTs performed a post-
project evaluation and tracked the changes in a project. The research team pointed out that the 
major difficulties in conducting the post-project evaluation were lack of personnel, lack of 
structured process review, and lack of resources. Although an evaluation template existed for 
DOTs, it was not universally used across the projects due to the vagueness of questions and 
possibilities that respondents could interpret differently. Besides, each state DOT had a 
different evaluation policy, which might vary with the DOT district. 

In addition to the post-project evaluations, a database of lessons learned can be used for a 
planner’s decision-making process in the pre-construction or preliminary engineering (PE) 
stage. EconWorks is a web-based analysis/prediction tool developed by the FHWA and the 
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO). The tool 
incorporates economic analysis into early project decision-making and allows planners to 
assess the range of potential economic impacts, such as jobs created. An existing database of 
over 100 completed transportation projects includes highway, freight, and transit-oriented 
case studies [12, 13]. 

Although a few existing studies focused on post-project evaluation, they discussed an 
individual transportation project (e.g., work-zone) [9]. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, 
holistic post-project evaluations for a group of access road projects have not been undertaken. 
Some possible reasons for this could be as follows: funding organizations (e.g., FHWA, state 
DOTs, Metropolitan Planning Organizations [MPOs], or other local public agencies [LPAs]) 
might not have sufficient personnel to assemble an evaluation team. Hiring outside evaluators 
or contractors might also be challenging since they need to work closely with the 
organization’s staff for data access and contact with grantees [3]. Secondly, projects were 
typically evaluated on a project-by-project basis. A sole individual project might not draw 
meaningful lessons learned for institutional or administrative benefits. 

Therefore, this report presents a post-project evaluation by analyzing multiple LAR projects 
to draw lessons learned for improving the LAR process and facilitates future successful 
projects. 

3. METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Survey Design and Distribution 

An online survey questionnaire was designed for each project individually to verify that the 
post-project information, such as access road mileage, project administration and process, 
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grantee, and outcome measures, was collected and accurate. Open-ended questions were 
developed to ask about the successes and/or challenges of a project throughout the 
implementation period. Other information materials, such as project-related news clips or 
media exposures, were gathered to gain more insight about project impacts on the 
communities. A sample of the project evaluation survey questionnaire is provided in 
Appendix 1. 

To maximize the survey sample size and response rate, the access road projects completed 
over a 20-year timeframe between 2001 and 2020 were gathered for the study. A list of 
access road projects to be surveyed was developed by integrating projects recorded in three 
different sources with specific data elements as follows: 

• Source 1. State DOT’s annual project status update: project status and amount of 
funds obligated 

• Source 2. ARC’s grant management system, ARCnet: type of project, project 
description, county, grantee, amount of funds approved, year of approval, 
proposed/realized performance measures, and estimated project output measures 

• Source 3. FHWA’s Financial Management Information System (FMIS): project 
funding sources, amount of obligations, and year of project start/completed 

For Source 1, state DOTs annually reported the project funding data to ARC  (i.e., how much 
money was obligated for the project and how much balance was left from the project 
approval by ARC) and current project status (e.g., location study, PE, or construction 
underway) for the undertaken access road projects. From Source 2,  proposed project 
information, such as the rationale, estimated project costs, and anticipated benefits, was 
submitted with the project application. The proposed performance measures of the project 
were also inputted at the time of the application to ARCnet. Source 3 was for tracking 
nationwide federal-aid highway projects on a project-by-project basis. From this source, 
individual project funding information and project status can be obtained. Note that one of 
the challenges in obtaining accurate project information across the above-listed data sources 
is that the LAR project is not uniquely matched between Source 2 and Source 3 since each 
data source created its own project ID based on its individual way of defining a project.  

Project information was cross-checked with the above-listed data sources for accuracy. Then, 
surveys were distributed online to the projects’ primary point of contact, namely the local 
economic development specialists (Local Development District [LDD] staff or the county 
economic development office). For projects completed long ago, the point of contact was not 
always available. In that case, the surveys were forwarded to the agencies who might be 
familiar with the projects or involved in the project application process, such as LDDs, also 
known as local Council of Governments, Regional Planning and Development Commissions, 
or Area Development Districts, which are multi-county planning organizations facilitating 
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community. Note that LDDs play an essential role in developing or applying LAR projects, 
such as coordination, technical support, and occasionally grant application write-ups. 

3.2 Follow-up In-depth Interview for Selected Projects  

A follow-up interview with selected project grantees was designed to collect in-depth 
information about the project where the surveys could not capture the questions in 
explanatory and descriptive nature, such as how the project was initiated, lessons learned, and 
feedback on the LAR process. Interviews were conducted with the selected grantees whose 
survey results needed further clarification or explanation for mismatches in targeted and 
realized performance measures. A list of interview questions can be found in Appendix 2. 

4. ANALYSIS 
4.1 Overview and Survey Statistics 

The LAR projects can be categorized into the project phases of PE, right-of-way acquisition, 
and/or design and construction. The project type can be characterized as improvements of 
existing roads or new construction. The access road improvements represent improvements 
on an existing roadway, such as resurfacing, widening, intersection reconfiguration, roadway 
surface overlay, and drainage. The roadway construction involves building a new roadway or 
an extension from an existing roadway. 

Table 1 Project Surveys and Responses by State 

  Grantee State Survey 
Total AL GA MD OH MS PA NC SC VA 

1. Responded     9 3 4 8 1  1 3 29 

Project 
completed 
between 

 2001 – 2004   5  3 3    11 
 2005 – 2008   3  1 2    6 
 2009 – 2012    1  1   1 3 
 2013 – 2016    1 2  1 1 1 2 8 
 2017 – 2020       1    1 

2. Unable to answer     4 2 9 2       17 
3. Not Reachable 2 2 3 29 12 31 2 2 6 89 
Survey Total 2 2 16 34 25 41 3 3 9 135 

Over a 20-year timeframe, a total of 135 projects were primarily gathered from Source 1, and 
then the projects were cross-checked by Sources 2 and 3. Table 1 shows the status of the 
survey responses by state. The “not reachable” category implies that the grantees are no 
longer available. If the grantees confirm that they cannot track the project anymore, then the 
project is classified into the “unable to answer” category. Twenty-nine grantees completed 
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the surveys for a response rate of 34%, including the projects in the “unable to answer” 
category. Possible reasons for low returns can be summarized as follows:  

1. Old projects were challenging to track due to staff retirement or turnover 

2. Some contractors who worked on the project went out of business 

3. Undigitized documents or paper files were not accessible for the survey due to the 
pandemic (i.e., office closure due to COVID-19 guidance). 

Table 2 Statistics by Project Type 

 
Project Type 

Average 
PE Construction Improvement Construction & 

Improvement 
Number of Projects 2 60 55 18 N/A 

Avg. Project Duration (yrs) 3.6 3.4 2.4 3.2 3.0 
Avg. Lag Time (yrs) 3.1 2.4 1.6 2.6 2.1 

 

In Table 2, the number of projects by project type is summarized. Although the average 
project duration (i.e., between the project start and completion) is 2.9 years, an engineering 
study takes longer than other types. While the average duration for other project types, 
including PE, is 1.3 years, PE-only projects take a long time. One reason is the small sample 
size. The other reason may be that the grantees apply for the project too early. For instance, a 
grantee changed the scope (i.e., project mileage) from a 1.5-mile construction to a 3.1-mile 
construction after a few years. Thus, it can be recommended that grantees work closely with 
state DOTs to discuss the best time to apply for the project. The average lag time (i.e., 
between the project approval and project start) is 2.1 years.  

Table 3 Descriptive Statistics from Survey Responses 

  Result Standard 
Deviation 

Avg. Time Frame Realized (yrs) 5.2 4.1 
Avg. Project Mileage (mi) 0.46 0.39 
Project 
Administered  
by (%) 

Grantee 66   
  
  

State DOT  24 
LPA2 10 

From the survey responses in Table 3, ARC requires a reporting time frame in which project 
outcomes/outputs are realized in three years after project completion, but the actual time the 
grantees reported is 5.2 years on average. This may imply that a 3-year time window may not 
be sufficient for realizing LAR project outcomes. Therefore, it is recommended that this 
                                                 
2 LPA: Local Public Agency (e.g., county government, county’s industrial development authority or engineering 
office, city government engineering office, etc.)  
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result be used to raise or discuss this as a policy issue for improving the performance 
reporting process. The average mileage for LAR is 0.46 miles. The average project mileage is 
0.40 miles for construction and 0.71 miles for improvement. While grantees administer 66% 
of projects, state DOTs and LPA administer the rest. Here, the grantees include local or 
regional organizations such as county development authorities, industrial park corporations 
(with heavy public representation on the board), or multi-jurisdiction organizations, such as 
LDDs. 

4.2 Review for LAR Project Initiation Processes    

Grantees responded to the project's initiation and explained their current funding process. 
Some projects were initiated out of the county's public works department or economic 
development department. The former department evaluates the county-owned roads and 
bridges on a regular basis and has determined the roads that need to be rehabilitated. Other 
projects can be initiated by public outreach or public meetings. The region's economic 
development commission or board may also initiate projects based on public input. Lastly, 
the LAR projects may jointly be proposed by the public and private sectors, including real-
estate developers.  

According to one of the responses, a power tool and electronic equipment manufacturing 
company grew over the years and wanted to expand the new facility. However, the road 
infrastructure was only slightly improved to retain the company's business and help its 
expansion. The Region's economic development plan, intended to save existing jobs and 
create new jobs in the community, was developed through public discussion and input. 

Although the LAR project initiation process may vary by the project size or funding sources, 
the typical county-based process goes as follows: 

1. Preparation for a preliminary project description 
2. Submission to the board of county commissioners 
3. Public meeting at which projects may be presented before the board of county 

commissioners for consideration of funding 
4. Prioritizing or ranking the projects by the county 
5. Invitation to apply for those ranked highest 
6. Full application submission to state ARC office with a state DOT endorsement  

4.3 Project Funding  

About 90.4% of the surveyed LAR projects (i.e., 122 projects) are funded by federal-aid 
highway funds via FHWA, while other projects are funded by ARC (i.e., ten projects) or by a 
mix of ARC funds and other federal funds (i.e., three projects). 
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Table 4 Project Cost by Project Type 

 
Project Type 

PE Construction Improvement Construction & 
Improvement 

Avg. Project Cost 
per Mile ($/mi)  

Without 
Inflation 

270,770 2,156,248 1,291,593 1,198,776 

With 
Inflation 518,392 3,666,402 2,119,026 2,311,457 

The average project costs per mile can be calculated with or without project cost inflation. 
The project cost is divided by the overall project mileage and then multiplied by the inflation 

adjustment factor considering the number of years between the project completion and 
current year (i.e., 2022). For the project cost with inflation, costs are estimated by converting 

the approved amount of the project to the current dollar expenditures on highway 
construction by assuming an increase of 5.5% each year [14]. Based on Table 2 and  

Table 4, construction projects require a longer time and higher cost per mile than the other 
project types. 

In general, the final project costs may differ from the original estimate. The difference 
between the proposed and actual project costs can be obtained by comparing the costs from 
Sources 2 and 3. The cost overrun occurs due to changes in the project scope or inaccurate 
estimates in the project costs at the project application, or potentially rapid inflation in labor 
costs, equipment costs, and raw material prices. In some cases, the project grantee may 
decide to use other available local or state funds instead of federal or ARC funds to cover the 
increased costs. For a project overrun, the grantee may submit a project revision application 
to ARC through the state ARC office for adding LAR funds to the previously approved 
project. 
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Figure 2 Proposed and Final Costs 

Depending on applicability, each project uses 80% or more from federal funds, while the rest 
is sourced from local transportation funds. Here it is assumed that if the actual project costs 
are within a 1% absolute difference from the estimated costs, the projects are considered to be 
completed within budget. 

Table 5 Funding Status at Project Completion 

Type Same as 
estimates Overrun Underrun Total 

Number of Projects 77 9 49 135 
Percent 57.0 6.7 36.3 100 

Figure 2 shows the difference between proposed and final project costs. Projects are arranged 
from lowest to highest in project funding. The average difference between the proposed and 
actual costs is $60,574. Seventy-seven projects, in Table 5, are completed within budget. For 
the nine overruns and 49 underruns, thirty-six grantees submitted revisions for budget or 
scope change, while the rest of the projects had no revision records.  

4.4 Comparison  

The grantees may use various methods to estimate performance measures at the project 
application (e.g., surveys and interviews with existing or potential businesses benefitting 
from the project). Although several performance measures exist for LAR projects, two 
measures are the most frequently adopted for the projects studied. For consistency of 
comparison, measures of “jobs created” and “leveraged private investment” reported by 
grantees through surveys in Appendix 1 are examined here. In addition, this section 
investigates 19 projects that responded to differences between proposed and realized project 
outcomes. 
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4.4.1 Project Cost and Realized Outputs/Outcomes 

Due to inflation and land acquisition costs, project costs vary over the years. Since LAR 
projects have been completed over 20 years, project costs are inflation-adjusted for a fair 
comparison (i.e., with an annual increase of 5.5%). Project costs generally increase as project 
output measures—constructed or improved mileage—increases. Similarly, large-scale 
projects impact local economies and outcomes more than small-scale projects, regardless of 
the region. However, the results in Figure 3 do not confirm the above hypotheses since any 
specific patterns or relations between the project costs and outcomes are not observable.  
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Final Costs versus Mileage 

       

(a) Construction: 75 Cases                            (b) Improvement: 54 Cases 

Final Costs versus Job Created 

     

(c) Construction: 68 Cases                             (d) Improvement: 44 Cases 

Final Costs versus Leveraged Private Investment 

    

(e) Construction: 9 Cases                             (f) Improvement: 8 Cases 

Figure 3 Final Costs and Realized Outputs/Outcomes 
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There can be several reasons for the unclear (i.e., linear) relations between the project cost 
and outcomes. The project details may be different, although the projects are categorized into 
the same project type (i.e., construction or improvement). For instance, the improvement 
projects may include sidewalk repair, stormwater drainage, or installation of traffic control 
devices. However, these tasks are not directly related to outputs/outcomes. In addition, some 
projects may be qualified to use local funding sources depending on fund availability for 
grantees. Although some grantees apply for federal funds to construct only a segment of 
access roads, the project outcomes are typically reported from the whole project. Therefore, it 
is difficult to assess the impact of federal funds separately from local funds.  

4.4.2 Proposed and Realized Outcomes 

This section provides the best estimated overall LAR project outcomes based on available 
data from the project survey responses and analyzes the differences between proposed and 
realized outcomes. For clarification, proposed outcomes refer to the performance measures 
reported at the project application, while the realized outcomes indicate the ones obtained 
from survey respondents (i.e., grantees). Some survey respondents explained the reasons for 
the differences, and follow-up interviews were conducted with the respondents for further 
clarification. 

Among 29 surveyed projects, the total number of jobs created was 8,581 (proposed) and 
6,294 (realized). Similarly, proposed LPI was $264 million and realized LPI was $350 
million. Using these results, the study estimated the percent differences between the proposed 
and realized outcomes for the two measures as 73.3% for jobs created and 132.9% for LPI. 
Then, the number of jobs created (23,435 jobs) and LPI ($648 million) for the 135 projects 
were adjusted with the rate of differences: 17,189 jobs and $862 million.  

It should be noted that these figures are rough estimates for estimating the overall impact of 
an entire project. Therefore, the study does not recommend generalizing those rates to 
estimate a new project’s realized performance measures or guarantee that the realized 
measures would be similar to their estimated values due to the high variance (within the 
measure) and low sample size. 
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Table 6 Project Information 

# Project Number Title 
1 OH-17771 Commonwealth Avenue Access Road Improvements 
2 OH-17571 Meigs County Commissioners Health Care Campus Access Road 
3 NC-17701 Mitchell County Access Road 
4 PA-18859 Fulton County Medical Center Campus Access Improvements 
5 MD-14604 Commerce Center Upper Lot Access Road 
6 MD-18050 North Branch Industrial Park Road Rehabilitation 
7 PA-14018 EverGreene Technology Park Access Road 
8 VA-16948 Progress Park Access Road Extension 
9 PA-17790 Reconstruction of Roundhouse Road 
10 VA-17491 ShaeDawn Industrial Park Road 
11 PA-14435 Bedford County Business Park II Access Road 
12 PA-15585 Great Stream Commons Phase II Access Road 
13 MD-14108 Northern Garrett Industrial Park Access Road 
14 MD-14357 Barton Business Park Access Road 
15 PA-15306 Walter Business Park Access Road  
16 PA-13880 MIDA Business Park Access Road 
17 VA-18082 Buchanan County Southern Gap Access Road 
18 MD-15636 McHenry Business Park Access Road  
19 MD-14108 Northern Garrett Industrial Park Access Road 

* Projects listed are either surveyed or interviewed 

 

(Sources: Proposed outcomes – ARC, Realized outcomes – survey respondents) 

Figure 4 Proposed and Realized Job Creation 
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Only projects with differences in project outcomes are presented in Figure 4 and  

Table 6. Projects 1, 3, and 8 had not created any jobs since those projects were not realized 
yet. For Project 1, the primary beneficiary of the roadway improvement went through a series 
of expansion projects. At the time of the project application, the company was conservative in 
estimates. Project 3 originally proposed no job creation. Later, a company nearby purchased 
land adjacent to the project’s property to expand its operations due to access improvements, 
resulting in 125 newly created jobs. The grantee expected to add 132 more in the next two 
years. Some projects, namely 2, 5, 6, and 16, showed more realized jobs created than the 
proposed jobs. For Project 5, a health insurance company built a larger call center than 
anticipated. As a result, the company could hire more employees than expected.  

Other projects resulted in less-than-expected job creation. Project 10 had a land acquisition 
issue with a developer. The grantee and developer could not reach an agreement on the land 
price. Eventually, the construction site was advertised as less attractive for business 
enterprises. For Project 12, a retailer’s distribution center, Target was to be the anchor tenant 
and would have added another 500 jobs. Due to the 2008 recession, after the land was 
purchased and all approvals were received for building the facility, the company abandoned 
the project. Similarly, Project 14 was bid in the midst of the Great Recession, so costs were 
significantly lower than expected. Therefore, additional work could be done that had not been 
planned, such as burying utilities and adding fencing and culverts. Despite that, all the 
awarded grant funding could not be spent.  

 

(Sources: Proposed outcomes – ARC, Realized outcomes – survey respondents) 

Figure 5 Leveraged Private Investment by Project 

Realized LPI was greater than the proposed amount for Projects 2, 8, and 15 as depicted in 
Figure 5. The rest of the projects showed relatively low realized LPI compared to the 
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targeted investment. Projects 18 and 19 were constructed during the economic recession in 
late 2000, and thus LPIs from businesses were shrunk. In particular, Project 18 was impacted 
more severely than the other project since the construction site was on hilly terrain. The site 
was initially built for agritourism, but the number of tourists decreased. After an economic 
recovery, investors were still hesitant to start their business due to its high elevations. In 
addition, the site was accessed with a secondary road and under the influence of heavy 
snowfall during the winter. 

5. Impacts to the Communities  

This section introduces public reactions and successes/challenges for the projects gathered 
from project managers or grantees. An additional in-depth interview was conducted for some 
completed projects to obtain detailed information on a project.  

5.1 Notable Successes  

Below are selected notable successes reported by grantees. The brief narrative information of 
the project and outcomes were provided with the approval and completion year.  

• The access road facilitated the expansion of development within a rural area of 
Oktibbeha County, Mississippi, connecting remote rural areas of Oktibbeha County to 
the City of Starkville, Mississippi State University (MSU), and Mississippi Highway 
25. Vehicular transportation vastly improved. Residential growth and commercial 
development occurred. The Mississippi Horse Park, a division of the MSU Extension 
Service and a partnership of the City of Starkville and Oktibbeha County, developed into 
a regional economic attraction, bringing millions of dollars into the local and regional 
economy with weekly events. The ARC approved a 1.2-mile of access road in 2003 for 
Oktibbeha County, and the project was completed in 2010. (MS-14442: Oktibbeha 
County Poorhouse Road, Phase II) 

• The LAR helped create pad-ready sites used by six companies. The access road was used 
for a local bank’s back-room operations and for several construction and supply 
companies. The LAR funds were used for the construction of 0.3 miles for EverGreene 
Technology Park, Greene County, Pennsylvania, between 2003 and 2014. (PA-14018: 
EverGreene Technology Park Access Road) 

• The 0.2-mile business district access road increased the area’s marketability, facilitated a 
needed business, enhanced the visibility of the area, and created other opportunities. The 
project was approved in 2010 and completed in 2013 for Pomeroy, Ohio. (OH-16584: 
Pomeroy Business District Access Road) 

• Additional site development occurred near the access road's intersection with the future 
U.S. 460 Connector corridor, adding approximately 60 new marketable acres of 
industrial properties. Paul's Fan Company expanded to Southern Gap, doubling the 
size of the company's overall workforce. In addition, the Virginia Employment 
Commission relocated its regional customer service call center to the site, creating 
approximately 200 new jobs. The project was approved in 2015 and completed in 2019 
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for Buchanan County, Virginia. (VA-18082: Buchanan County Southern Gap Access 
Road) 

• Project Machine Access Road Improvements project was a significant step in 
continued growth and evolution as a company of manufacturing and warehousing 
facility. The project facilitated additional expansion at the site by Techtronic Industries 
Co Ltd. Thanks to the assistance offered by the LAR Program, Anderson County was 
able to meet the infrastructure needs of one of its top employers and made it possible for 
current and future generations of Andersonians to enjoy high-paying jobs in a rewarding 
field. The company appreciated the support of the state of South Carolina and Anderson 
County in enabling it to continue investing in facilities, people, and innovative products. 
The access road project improved 1.5 miles of an existing access road between 2015 and 
2019 in South Carolina. (SC-18126: Project Machine Access Road Improvements) A 
reference is available at this link. 

For investment attraction, job creation, job retention, and site development: 

• ClosetMaid and Beitzel Resources LLC contributed to 496 jobs created and 
$17,899,400 of leveraged private investment. ClosetMaid manufactures home goods and 
storage furniture, while Beitzel is a leader in industrial construction, excavation, and 
equipment rental. The project consisted of constructing 0.18 miles of a new roadway for 
Garrett County, Maryland in 2001–2011. (MD-14108: Northern Garrett Industrial Park 
Access Road) 

• The Sheetz Brothers Kitchen Project was named the Project of the Year by the 
Northeastern Economic Development Association in the 2010s. The Sheetz 
investment at the Walter Business Park was the largest investment made by any 
company in Blair County, Pennsylvania. The investment exceeded $130 million and 
resulted in the creation of over 1,000 jobs. The access road project (0.67 miles) was 
funded between 2006 and 2008. (PA-15306: Walter Business Park Access Road) 

• Since PRC Industries—a remanufacturing and recycling company—purchased the 
property in May 2020, the company secured a contract with Amazon and other similar 
online retailers as a remanufacturing, storage, and distribution center for returned items. 
PRC would not have accommodated the needed additional tractor-trailer traffic without 
the secondary access road. The secondary access road was an additional amenity that 
enabled Mitchell County, North Carolina, to sell the 14-acre industrial site to PRC 
Industries. The project constructed 0.26 miles of roadway and improved the existing road 
between 2013 and 2014. (NC-17701: Mitchell County Access Road) 

Other successes include: 

• The 0.27-miles of West Point Airport Road project was an example of a joint project 
between the City of West Point and Clay County, Mississippi. An adjacent industrial 
firm expanded, creating 25 new jobs. The project constructed the roadway in 2007–2015. 
(MS-15773: West Point Airport Road) 

https://governor.sc.gov/news/2020-12/techtronic-industries-expanding-operations-anderson-county#:%7E:text=Techtronic%20Industries%20(TTI)%20is%20expanding,is%20headquartered%20in%20Hong%20Kong.&text=in%20Anderson%2C%20S.C.-,Individuals%20interested%20in%20joining%20the%20TTI,visit%20the%20company's%20careers%20webpage.
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• In 2020, $2,554,510 of leveraged investment occurred for a 12,000 square foot building 
for business tenant leasing, temporarily used for COVID testing and the vaccination for 
the community. McHenry Business Park Access Road was built between 2007 and 2015. 
(MD-15636: McHenry Business Park Access Road, Figure 6) A reference is available at 
this link.  

 

Figure 6 McHenry Business Park Access Road (MD-15636) 

• Health Care Campus access road provided traffic access to an emergency room and 
made possible the construction of a stand-alone emergency room and Life Flight 
helicopter access. The LAR was constructed in 2013–2016 for Meigs County, Ohio. 
(OH-17571: Meigs County Commissioners Health Care Campus Access Road) 

• With the pandemic, Fulton County Medical Center (FCMC) had to cancel their events, 
including health fairs. Instead, on September 26, 2020, FCMC had a drive-through event 
with food drops and vouchers for various screenings at a multitude of stops along the 
access road. Vehicles were lined up 30 minutes before the event, stretching through town 
to participate. Over 500 families were served. The LAR was constructed in 2017–2020 
for Fulton County, Pennsylvania. (PA-18859: Fulton County Medical Center Campus 
Access Improvements, Figure 7) 

https://garretthealth.org/scheduled-vaccinations-for-healthcare-providers-and-first-responders-will-be-the-medco-building-next-week/,%20https:/www.medamd.com/news/mchenry-spec-building-completed/
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Figure 7 Fulton County Medical Center Campus Access Improvements (PA-18859) 

5.2 Challenges 

Survey respondents responded to challenges encountered during project construction. 
Challenges can be classified as unpredictable and surmountable challenges.  

For unpredictable challenges, it was reported that realizing outcomes after a big recession 
between 2007 and 2008 was challenging. There were issues with the maintenance of traffic 
(e.g., refusal to follow the road closures while the project was going on). Historical resources 
identified by an archeology survey delayed the project completion for about six months and 
added cost to the project. In addition, anticipated job creation was difficult to achieve due to 
the effect of the COVID-19 pandemic on the workforce. It may be worth reiterating that the 
realized performance measures are to be reported three years after the project's end date. 
Therefore, the measures can be realized after the specified timeframe of 2020. On the 
contrary, the challenges that could be overcome included the coordination of funds timing 
versus project dates. For instance, the funds were administered by DOT, which moved too 
slowly for business needs. Despite the first funding committed to a project, business 
properties were opened almost two years before the road was built. Other reported challenges 
were traffic controls, weather-related issues, and rail crossings. 
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6. SUMMARY AND LESSONS LEARNED 

The study examined 135 federally funded local access road (LAR) projects completed over 
20 years to evaluate the impacts by project type and analyzed differences between proposed 
and realized performance measures. First, data from different sources were collected and 
integrated, including state DOTs, Federal Highway Administration, and ARC's grant 
management system. Then, they were classified by project types: preliminary engineering, 
construction, and improvements. Second, the study surveyed grantees to confirm the post-
project knowledge of the project and obtained realized performance measures, project 
successes, challenges, and impacts on the communities. Later, a follow-up interview with the 
grantees was conducted to obtain in-depth information and stories on some of the survey 
responses, lessons learned from the project, and feedback on the LAR process, in order to 
facilitate future useful improvements to ARC’s LAR Program. 

Project costs per mile were highest for construction, followed by costs for improvement and 
PE. In addition, higher project costs did not always produce greater outcomes. In other words, 
specific patterns or relations between costs and outcomes were not observed. About 65% of 
responded projects showed differences between proposed and realized outcomes. Possible 
reasons for the differences given by grantees included: 1) the changes in the macroeconomy 
environment (e.g., recession or inflation on raw materials), 2) the pandemic, or 3) 
unpredictable challenges (e.g., project delay associated with an archeological survey for 
historical resources). The study results indicated that LAR projects increased market access 
and business opportunities, created jobs, and leveraged private investment. 

Interviewees were asked to think about and share what could be done better if they re-did the 
project from the beginning. The responses can be summarized into several categories: 
funding, consideration of macro economies, and understanding of rural businesses. There is 
always a risk that funding will not be approved for additional phases. Therefore, grantees 
may push to fund a project entirely, if applicable. In other words, a healthy contingency 
amount should be part of the budget in cost evaluation, because unexpected costs may occur 
during the project. In the event of a cost overrun, clarifying talks are needed with all 
interested parties. In addition, respondents may consider macro economy changes that 
significantly impact a project (e.g., the 2008 Great Recession). Similarly, this can be the case 
in 2022, with the cost of materials rising quickly. Rural areas are most likely not positioned to 
have enough necessary resources to incentivize huge companies to move into the areas 
compared to metropolitan areas. Hence, a few grantees pointed out the importance of 
business parks completed with infrastructure (e.g., access roads). Specifically, it is good to 
have all infrastructure in place for a business park early on to attract business entrepreneurs 
because the investors expect to have everything “shovel ready” when they enter a business 
park. 

For planners conducting a post-project evaluation, a systematic approach is recommended. It 
would take a long time to find the right person, one who is familiar with the projects and 
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participates in the surveys or interviews. Instead of sequentially reaching out to additional 
persons, a planner may consider contacting multiple project stakeholders individually at a 
time and let everyone be involved concurrently. In addition, the point of contact for a project 
should be regularly updated. The planners can gather project data, including qualitative data 
(e.g., lessons learned or successes) and quantitative data (e.g., project outcomes) at project 
completion. Agencies responsible for the program may consider developing a lessons-learned 
repository to keep project outcomes up-to-date. Here, the agency may coordinate with 
grantees on whether they may like the estimation of risks, challenges, or outcomes. This 
structured approach can be repeatable and readily documented, providing increased 
transparency of investment decisions that enhance agency credibility. 

A limitation of this particular study is that some performance measures (i.e., project 
outcomes) may not be applicable or available across other agencies. For example, the study 
adopted job creation and leveraged private investment for their versatility, although more 
than 10 performance measures existed. In addition, low survey response rates made it 
difficult to generalize the study's findings. For projects completed long ago, the point of 
contact was often no longer reachable (e.g., due to retirement or business closure). Lastly, the 
study results and findings would be used as references. For future studies, a structured post-
project review and consistent performance measures need to be developed to share project 
knowledge and outcomes. In addition, as discussed in the analysis section, an investigation 
may seek to determine the appropriate project realization time (e.g., currently set as a 3-year 
time window). Alternatively, it may be worth formulating how project outcomes may or 
should be expected to vary over time. Lastly, data fusion may be considered for project 
impacts over the years, by integrating the Region’s other economic data such as population, 
income, unemployment rates, and tax revenues. 
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Appendix 1. Survey Questionnaires 
 

ARC Local Access Road (LAR) Project Evaluation Survey 

The following LAR project (or ARC-funded project via DOT/FHWA process) was selected 
for this survey as part of ARC’s LAR Program evaluation. 

ARC Project Number SC-12345 titled “Access Road Improvements” was approved by ARC 
on 05/06/2015 for Abcde County. The project performance measures (outcomes) were 
proposed and estimated at the project application as follows: 

Outcomes: 

- Jobs Created: 217 

- Jobs Retained: 700 

- Leveraged Private Investment: $85,700,000 

Please provide the current numbers for each performance measure. 

1. Jobs Created (realized after the project completion) – Response rate: 79.3%   

         (Twenty-three responses from 29 respondents) 

2. Jobs Retained (realized after the project completion) – 41.4% 
3. Leveraged Private Investment (realized after the project completion) – 24.1% 
4. Using a rough estimate, in what timeframe were these performance measures realized. 

Specify the no. of years after the project completion. – 100% 
5. Have there been other noticeable and measurable outcomes that you would like to 

highlight after the project completion? – 100% 
6. The length of the road to be constructed or improved was estimated as 1.5 miles in the 

project application. According to the best available data you have, what was the actual 
length (in miles) at project completion? – 100% 

• Same as estimated 
• Other (please specify) 
7. Who let the project (i.e., which entity sought and awarded the project contract?) – 

100% 
• State DOT 
• Grantee 
• Other Local Public Agency (LPA, Please specify) 
8. What were the challenges during this project? – 55.2% 
9. Do you have photos, web links, news articles, or other electronic files related to the 

project that you would like to share with ARC? – 44.8% 
10. Please provide your contact information (e.g., email and/or phone number) – 100%  
11. Please provide your title and affiliation – 100%  
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Appendix 2. Follow-up Interview Questions 
 

LAR Project Evaluation Follow-up Questions 

 

Thank you for participating in ARC's LAR project evaluation survey(s). We prepared 
additional follow-up questions for a better understanding of the projects, project outcomes, 
challenges, and some potential improvements to the LAR process. We appreciate your time 
and effort. 
 

1. How was the project initiated? Was the project started by the community (e.g., public 
hearings) or by the developer (e.g., real estate)? 
 

2. Did you try to apply for other funding (e.g., DOT and local transportation process) 
before applying for ARC funding 
 

3. Are you satisfied with current practices, or is there anything to be improved? e.g., 
contracting process, billing, or project application. 
 

4. Do you have any suggestions to facilitate or improve a working 
relationship/environment with state DOT on LAR projects? What was your 
experience working with DOT staff? e.g., How do you feel working with the state 
DOT?  
 

5. When the project was proposed in 2017, it was reported to leverage private 
investment (LPI) of 35.4 million dollars. The actual number for LPI was about 20 
million dollars. Also, it was reported to create 45 jobs. The actual number of jobs 
created was 29. What are the main reasons for the differences in proposed and 
realized performance measures? What were the challenges to achieving performance 
measures? 
 

6. Have you revised the project, including adding money because of project scope 
change or insufficient estimates at the beginning of the project? Did you request 
additional funds from other sources (e.g., local, state, or private funds)? 
 

7. Are you still interested in continuing to monitor project performances even after the 
project is completed (more than three years)? If so, what progress or impact measures 
did you track during this project? What issues did you have in tracking your progress? 
 

8. Thinking about the lessons you have learned, what would you tell other grantees? 
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Appendix 3. Responses from the In-depth Interviews 

Did you apply for other fundings before applying for ARC funding? 

• Yes. There were three to four other funders, but ARC did the big portion on the road 
project (NC-17701). 

• Yes. A grantee applied for the State of Virginia’s industrial access grant program and 
awarded about $700,000 (VA-17491). 

• No. We always went with the ARC funding because the percentage (100%) was right for 
us (MD-18050, MD-14604, MD-14357). 

• No. The state agencies (e.g., South Carolina Department of Commerce and Department 
of Transportation) had experiences to work with ARC’s LAR programs, so it was a great 
program to pursue. In addition, because of unique nature of LAR project, ARC funds 
were available in a timely manner (SC-18126). 

• No. The grantee applied for ARC funds since timeliness is a big consideration. Although 
other programs could be available, it was not easy to get a resolution to the grantee's 
funding quest in a timely matter (SC-18126). 

Are you satisfied with current practices, or is there anything to be improved? e.g., contracting 
process, billing, or project application? 

• It would be great to have an integrated dashboard tracking all the information (e.g., 
application or funding status) and documents, such as proposal, project schedule, project 
modification, or budget approval. Since a grantee does not always receive the above 
documents, it is difficult to find them years after (MD-14106 and MD-15636). 

• The processes are all standardized. It’s open and auditable so the grantee is fine with 
what ARC does. (NC-17701) 

• I cannot think of any burden or challenges with the ARC process. (SC-18126) 

Do you have any suggestions to improve a working relationship/environment with state DOT 
on LAR projects? What was your experience working with DOT staff? 

• We have a good relationship with DOT. Approval process takes a while from DOT for 
any changes but this is understood and expected. Regulations were a little onerous, but 
we are to the point now where we are used to them. If a new business (e.g., retailer) will 
come into town, they have to deal with DOT’s regulation. We will have to work with that 
business to help them through it. For instance, sometimes DOT would require a bike trail 
and bike path in front of a business (MD-18050, MD-14604, MD-14357). 

• The grantee gives DOT the specifications and budget. They are very good to work with. 
Don’t have any suggestions to improve that. DOT did an excellent job as far as 
constructing it to the correct specifications as outlined in the original grant (NC-17701). 

Have you revised the project, including adding money because of project scope change or 
insufficient estimates at the beginning of the project? 
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• Yes, but by the time the grantee applied for the ARC funds, they were already too far 
along for them to give more money (VA-17491). 

• Yes, the grantee applied for Phase II of the project (MS-14442). 
• No, but some cost overruns have to be absorbed at the non-federal level. The grantee was 

able to get local and state support (SC-18126).  

Are you still interested in continuing to monitor project performances even after the project 
is completed (more than three years)? If so, what progress or impact measures did you track 
during this project? What issues did you have in tracking your progress? 

• Yes. Because the grantee needs to market the developed business park area, they 
continue to look at the progress out there (VA-17491). 

• Yes. The grantee has an infrastructure improvement plan for the whole industrial area 
(the Golden Triangle). In that plan, the grantee seeks funding for many projects. 
Therefore, the grantee tracks the project’s progress and investment outcomes constantly 
since it is an area of focus for the county and the region (OH-17771). 

• No. but there’s another organization that would do this. Mitchell county development 
foundation, non-profit organization, ran their program to keep tracking, such as auditing, 
recording, and bookkeeping for future benchmarks of the grant. (NC-17701) 

• Not all of them, but they do, depending on the importance to the grantee (e.g., project 
impacts of job creation or employment, size, access) (MD-18050, MD-14604, MD-
14357) 
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Appendix 4. Projects Included in the Study 
 

# State Project  
Number Title Project  

Type 
Date 
Approved 

Date 
Completion 

Survey 
responded 

Inter-
viewed 

1 AL 14895 Notasulga Main Street Bridge Construction 09/09/2004 5/5/2015   

2 AL 17190 Guin Industrial Access Road Improvement 01/09/2012 3/24/2016   

3 GA 15601 City of Jefferson/Jackson County Industrial 
Park Local Access Road 

Construction 06/12/2007 6/10/2015   

4 GA 17104 Carbondale Business Park Local Access 
Road Construction 09/14/2011 3/12/2020   

5 MD 13481 Center/Bowery Street Improvements, Phase 
II Improvement 09/17/1999 3/25/2008   

6 MD 14108 ClosetMaid Facility Access Road Construction 09/20/2001 3/14/2011 X X 

7 MD 14147 
Cumberland Rolling Mill Access 
Improvements 

Improvement 08/06/2002 6/30/2008 X  

8 MD 14357 Barton Business Park Road Entrance 
Construction 

Both 09/11/2002 3/9/2011 X X 

9 MD 14604 Commerce Center Upper Lot Access Road Construction 08/15/2003 11/1/2010 X X 
10 MD 14679 Barton Business Park Access Road Both 02/17/2004 3/9/2011 X  

11 MD 15023 Rolling Mill Access Road Improvements, 
Phase II 

Improvement 06/21/2005 3/28/2013 X  

12 MD 15234 Broadway Access Road Improvement 09/23/2005 8/31/2011   

13 MD 15282 Rolling Mill Access Road Improvements, 
Phase III 

Improvement 02/14/2006 3/28/2013 X  

14 MD 15636 McHenry Business Park Access Road  Construction 11/09/2007 12/30/2015 X X 
15 MD 15607 Frazee Estates Road Improvements Both 06/12/2007 12/15/2011   

16 MD 15614 Hershberger Avenue Extension Construction 08/30/2007 3/18/2014   

17 MD 15629 Barton Business Park Access Road Construction 07/12/2007 4/21/2009   

18 MD 15871 VA Avenue Corridor Improvement Both 08/25/2008 1/21/2014   

19 MD 16386 Braddock Local Access Road 
Improvements, Phase I Both 09/16/2009 10/21/2019   

20 MD 18050 
North Branch Industrial Park Road 
Rehabilitation Improvement 05/07/2015 9/9/2019 X X 

21 MS  13832 Prentiss County Industrial Access Road Construction 09/15/2000 10/7/2004   

22 MS 13833 Crow’s Neck Environmental Education 
Center Access Road Construction 09/25/2000 4/26/2004   

23 MS 13845 Spring Street Access Road Construction 12/19/2000 4/10/2007   

24 MS 13887 South Industrial Park Small Business 
Access Road Construction 04/25/2001 7/28/2004   

25 MS 14183 Choctaw County PCA Wood Products 
Industrial Access Road Both 07/11/2002 6/16/2005 X  

26 MS 14184 Clay County Industrial Access Road Both 06/26/2002 3/3/2004 X  

27 MS 14416 Golden Triangle Regional Airport Industrial 
Access Road Construction 01/17/2003 7/19/2004   

28 MS 14442 Oktibbeha County Poorhouse Road, Phase 
II Construction 08/27/2003 3/8/2010 X X 

29 MS 14567 Blue Mountain College Access Road Construction 07/09/2003 8/5/2008   

30 MS 14640 Corinth-Alcorn County South Industrial 
Park Access Road Improvements 

Construction 09/15/2003 7/28/2004   

31 MS 14901 Verona-Plantersville Local Access Road Improvement 09/13/2004 7/15/2009   

32 MS 14996 Monroe County PeopLoungers Access 
Road Improvement 03/16/2005 9/22/2008   

33 MS 14999 Lee County MTD Industrial Access Road  Construction 03/16/2005 11/12/2012   

34 MS 15158 Itawamba County Access Road, Ridge 
Road Improvement 09/14/2005 10/20/2009   

35 MS 15233 Chickasaw Trail Industrial Park Road 
Improvements 

Improvement 09/23/2005 7/18/2013   

36 MS 15324 Pontotoc Access Road Construction 05/24/2006 4/20/2011     
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37 MS 15341 Webster County Access Road Construction 08/10/2006 6/12/2014     
38 MS 15705 Manufacturer Drive Access Road Improvement 09/06/2007 8/11/2010     

39 MS 15739 Forefront Industries Access Road Construction 09/17/2007 5/13/2013   

40 MS 15773 West Point Airport Road                               both 09/24/2007 7/23/2015 X  

41 MS 16130 Pontotoc County Access Road Construction 09/29/2008 9/20/2012   

42 MS 16377 Chickasaw County Industrial Drive 
Robinson-Lancaster Road Improvements Improvement 08/31/2009 3/18/2015   

43 MS 16378 Chickasaw County Access Road 
Improvements Improvement 08/26/2009 7/20/2015   

44 MS 17345 Glenfield Industrial Access Road Construction 07/30/2012 6/29/2016   

45 MS 17346 Prentiss County Industrial Access Road 
Improvements Improvement 07/18/2012 11/4/2014   

46 NC 17701 Mitchell County Access Road Construction 11/13/2013 1/18/2019 X X 

47 NC 16320 North Wilkesboro Industrial Park Access 
Road Construction 09/14/2009 1/18/2017   

48 NC 17476 Blowing Rock Post-Acute Care Facility 
Access Road Construction 12/17/2012 3/16/2020   

49 OH 13556 Wellsville Intermodal Industrial Park 
Access Road  Improvement 06/06/2001 11/28/2003   

50 OH 13827 Steubenville Wheeling-Pittsburgh Steel 
SR7 Access Improvement Improvement 01/19/2001 8/20/2003   

51 OH 14124 S.R. 32 Olive Branch-Stonelick Interchange Construction 01/14/2002 9/7/2004   

52 OH 14129 Jefferson County Distribution Center State 
Rt 43 Widening Improvement 06/26/2002 5/22/2003   

53 OH 14131 Sunset Boulevard & Johnson Road 
Intersection Improvements Both 09/23/2002 10/31/2006   

54 OH 14434 Sugarcreek CR46 & SR39 Intersection 
Improvement Improvement 06/24/2003 5/27/2005   

55 OH 14482 Wellsville Intermodal Industrial Park 
Dockside Access Road Construction 09/15/2003 8/30/2007   

56 OH 14614 Fenner Road Reconstruction Improvement 09/25/2003 2/23/2005   

57 OH 14615 Farm Road Alternate Access Route-Phase II design 09/29/2003 11/29/2012   

58 OH 14616 Muskingum County Jim Granger Drive 
Extension Improvement 11/17/2003 7/28/2009   

59 OH 14858 St. Claire Avenue Improvement Both 09/21/2004 11/12/2005   

60 OH 15035 Coshocton Ethanol Road Improvements Improvement 05/09/2005 9/22/2005   

61 OH 15318 Hayport Road Bridge Replacement & Flood 
Abatement Planning 

Improvement 05/30/2006 8/31/2011   

62 OH 15477 Adams County Hospital Access Road Construction 08/10/2006 11/7/2007   

63 OH 15501 Old S.R. 74/College Drive Access Road 
Extension Construction 09/15/2006 5/3/2012   

64 OH 16234 South Second Street Roadway 
Improvements Improvement 08/05/2009 6/21/2010   

65 OH 16280 Gallia S.R. 850 Access Road Improvement 09/28/2009 10/4/2011   

66 OH 16582 Athens Circle Drive Access Road Improvement 06/18/2010 12/20/2011   

67 OH 16584 Pomeroy Business District Access Road Construction 08/26/2010 3/19/2013 X  

68 OH 16617 GH Drive Access Road & Infrastructure 
Extension Construction 07/02/2010 1/7/2015   

69 OH 16822 CR 9 & US 37 Intersection Improvement Improvement 09/29/2010 8/18/2016   

70 OH 16832 Wellsville Intermodal Industrial Park 
Access Road Improvements Improvement 09/28/2010 12/5/2012   
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71 OH 16950 Nelsonville ACEnet Access Road Construction 05/12/2011 7/28/2016     

72 OH 17106 Belpre Farson Street Access Road 
Improvements Improvement 09/26/2011 4/22/2014     

73 OH 17271 Monroe County CR 26 Access Road 
Improvements Improvement 05/30/2012 9/18/2013     

74 OH 17308 Bishop Road Extension Access Road Construction 06/22/2012 3/29/2016     

75 OH 17432 Mill Creek Access Road Improvement 09/24/2012 1/8/2015     
76 OH 17570 Morgan Township Road 275 Access Road Improvement 07/24/2013 1/22/2015     

77 OH 17571 Meigs County Commissioners Health Care 
Campus Access Road Construction 08/15/2013 8/30/2016 X  

78 OH 17676 Strasburg Industrial Park Access Road 
Improvements Improvement 11/05/2013 4/13/2016   

79 OH 17679 Byesville Business Park Access Road/Rail 
Crossing Upgrade Improvement 11/05/2013 10/23/2014   

80 OH 17771 Commonwealth Avenue Access Road 
Improvements Improvement 07/02/2014 9/29/2016 X X 

81 OH 18145 Ostego Avenue Repair/Resurface Improvement 06/29/2015 10/18/2016   

82 OH 18474 McKinley Extension Access Road Construction 09/12/2016 9/1/2017   

83 PA 13880 MIDA Business Park Access Road Construction 07/12/2001 12/5/2014 X X 

84 PA 13934 Beaver Meadows Industrial Park Access 
Road Construction 08/24/2001 10/9/2008   

85 PA 13941 Blair County Airport Hangar Access 
Roadway Construction 05/07/2001 11/3/2008   

86 PA 14018 EverGreene Technology Park Access Road Both 05/14/2003 4/10/2014 X  

87 PA 14019 Mifflinburg Industrial Park Access Road Both 06/25/2001 5/5/2006   

88 PA 14152 Trinity Point Business Park Access Road 
Phase I Construction 02/22/2002 11/20/2008   

89 PA 14166 Yanuzzi Drive Access Road Both 06/20/2002 7/25/2011   

90 PA 14281 Lafferty Hollow Industrial Park Access 
Road Construction 09/23/2002 1/13/2014   

91 PA 14435 
Bedford County Business Park II Access 
Road Construction 03/13/2003 3/21/2016 X  

92 PA 14481 Trinity Point Business Park Access Road 
Phase II  Construction 08/15/2003 6/9/2008   

93 PA 14735 
Lamar Township Business Park Access 
Road Both 05/24/2004 9/11/2009   

94 PA 14736 Fulton County Medical Center Access Road Construction 06/25/2004 12/5/2011   

95 PA 14774 Washington County Airport Northside 
Access Road 

Construction 09/24/2004 7/9/2012   

96 PA 14824 Valley Business Park Access Road design 09/09/2004 3/21/2016   

97 PA 15042 Northern Access Roadway at Clearfield 
Firemen’s Industrial Park Construction 06/08/2005 7/23/2012   

98 PA 15103 Johnstown Industrial Park Access Road Both 08/17/2005 3/19/2012   

99 PA 15183 North Star Business Park Access Road Improvement 09/23/2005 10/20/2008   

100 PA 15306 Walter Business Park Access Road  Both 05/24/2006 10/9/2008 X  

101 PA 15357 Dubois Medical Center West Access Road Both 07/10/2006 3/13/2014     

102 PA 15585 Great Stream Commons Phase II Access 
Road Construction 06/25/2007 11/14/2014 X   

103 PA 15587 Oliver Road Improvements Construction 06/25/2007 9/1/2015    

104 PA 15717 Indiana Regional Medical Center Access 
Road Construction 09/17/2007 11/26/2013    

105 PA 15899 PA Route 16 at JLG Intersection 
Improvement Improvement 07/10/2008 6/25/2014    
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106 PA 16238 Penn House Commons Access Road Improvement 05/12/2009 12/20/2017    

107 PA 16275 Starpointe Business Park Phase IB Access 
Road Construction 08/05/2009 8/18/2017    

108 PA 16565 East Buffalo Access Road Improvements Improvement 04/05/2010 12/20/2017    
109 PA 17299 Reach Road Access Road Improvement 06/21/2012 8/26/2017    

110 PA 17357 Expansion Drive Reconstruction Improvement 07/30/2012 5/16/2017 X   

111 PA 17572 Lightstreet Road and Swisher Circle 
Intersection Transportation Improvements Improvement 09/11/2013 9/30/2020     

112 PA 17658 Dunbar Township Business Park Access 
Road 

Construction 11/05/2013 12/29/2017     

113 PA 17779 Convention Center Commons Off-Site 
Improvements Improvement 05/02/2014 7/17/2017     

114 PA 18013 
Kittanning Business District Local Access 
Road Project- Revitalization of Market 
Street 

Improvement 11/25/2014 2/3/2020   

115 PA 18131 Progress Road Reconstruction Improvement 05/08/2015 12/20/2017   

116 PA 17790 Reconstruction of Roundhouse Road Improvement 06/30/2014 11/27/2018 X  

117 PA 17847 Cold Springs Road Improvements Improvement 08/04/2014 1/30/2019   

118 PA 17928 Logan Medical Center Off-site 
Improvements Improvement 09/29/2014 1/17/2018   

119 PA 18390 Tyrone Industrial Park Access 
Improvements Access Road Improvement 09/19/2016 12/12/2018   

120 PA 18859 Fulton County Medical Center Campus 
Access Improvements 

Construction 05/18/2017 3/5/2020 X  

121 PA 18013 
Kittanning Business District Local Access 
Road Project- Revitalization of Market 
Street 

Improvement 11/25/2014 2/3/2020   

122 PA 17789 University Business Park Improvement 06/02/2014 6/25/2018   

123 PA 17791 California Technology Park Access Road 
Reconstruction Improvement 08/04/2014 1/29/2018   

124 SC 16349 Fountain Inn Downtown Revitalization at 
Depot Street Improvement 09/24/2009 2/27/2014   

125 SC 17841 South Carolina Technology & Aviation 
Center (SCTAC) Perimeter Road Project Improvement 09/04/2014 1/31/2018   

126 SC 18126 Project Machine Access Road 
Improvements Both 05/06/2015 8/20/2019 X X 

127 VA 14390 Stone Mill Business & Technology Park 
Access Road Construction 09/23/2002 7/16/2010   

128 VA 15517 Lover's Gap Industrial Site Access Road 
Project Construction 09/27/2006 11/2/2012   

129 VA 15674 East Alleghany County Route 727 Bridge Construction 09/25/2007 8/14/2014   

130 VA 16067 Duffield Regional Technology Center 
Access Road Construction 09/15/2008 5/19/2016   

131 VA 16948 Progress Park Access Road Extension Construction 04/22/2011 8/19/2014 X  

132 VA 17491 ShaeDawn Industrial Park Road Construction 09/23/2013 6/5/2018 X X 
133 VA 17742 Clifton Forge Access Road Construction 03/14/2014 4/18/2019   

134 VA 17787 Access Road to Riverside Development 
Project 

Construction 06/02/2014 4/3/2019   

135 VA 18082 Buchanan County Southern Gap Access 
Road Construction 06/30/2015 3/11/2019 X  
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